### Inputs
- Collaborative engagement with a broad spectrum of health professionals and researchers from MSU’s sixteen academic colleges
- Interdisciplinary training of faculty and students (CSC, IGH, USask Leadership Experience, Research Symposiums, Engineering and JMC Students, and ESPP)
- Cross-border and domestic partnerships (Canada, South America) with universities, government agencies, and the private sector
- Involvement of U.S. and Canadian government agencies (CDC, Canada’s Public Health Officials) focused on policy
- Funding of programming, faculty and student travel, and university exchanges
- Administrative and student support (staff, undergraduate and graduate students)
- Mentorships of undergraduate and graduate students
- Community engagement and education
- Curriculum development – course design, education abroad, certificate programs, One Health Challenge, and Graduate Program
- Facilitating timely dialogues on pressing issues

### Activities
- Conduct networking events to create and sustain a One Health (OH) platform on campus
- Promote the collaboration of multidisciplinary programs in education, research
- Advance policy discussions
- Host and participate in student educational programs to develop next generation OH leaders
- Host OH leaders to share experiences- both challenges and opportunities in research, teaching, and practice
- Encourage OH framework to address a broad spectrum of global problems
- Inform campus of funding, academic and research opportunities
- Advance broader community awareness
- Create social media presence
- Advertise OH activities hosted by collaborators
- Fund travel for education and research

### Outputs
- University leadership
- Research-active and teaching faculty
- Graduate students
- Undergraduate students
- Human, animal, and environmental health practitioners
- Policy makers
- Industry leaders
- Community decision makers
- Media platforms

### Participation
- University leadership
- Research-active and teaching faculty
- Graduate students
- Undergraduate students
- Human, animal, and environmental health practitioners
- Policy makers
- Industry leaders
- Community decision makers
- Media platforms

### Outcomes
- Curriculum development of OH courses across colleges
- Collaboration among academic, policy, and business sectors
- Cross-border partnerships
- Inter-border partnerships
- Interdisciplinary collaboration
- Proposals/grants
- Research support for graduate students training
- Leadership experience
- Awareness and knowledge of OH best practices
- Multinational network building
- Career advertisement
- Global Health Graduate Certificate
- Global Health Masters Program
- Nepal education abroad trip

### Who we reach/connect
- University leadership
- Research-active and teaching faculty
- Graduate students
- Undergraduate students
- Human, animal, and environmental health practitioners
- Policy makers
- Industry leaders
- Community decision makers
- Media platforms

### What are the short/long term results
- Curriculum development of OH courses across colleges
- Collaboration among academic, policy, and business sectors
- Cross-border partnerships
- Inter-border partnerships
- Interdisciplinary collaboration
- Proposals/grants
- Research support for graduate students training
- Leadership experience
- Awareness and knowledge of OH best practices
- Multinational network building
- Career advertisement
- Global Health Graduate Certificate
- Global Health Masters Program
- Nepal education abroad trip